
Web Development Group 12/19/06 
Present: Candido, Cantrell, Dixon, Dye, Juhl, Miller, Morgan, Nutt 
Guest: Ganson 
 
1. Minutes from 11/124/06 meeting 

No one could remember reading them, but they were unanimously approved. 
 
2. It being DLM’s last meeting before moving on to higher things in DC, the Group presented her with a 

border collie pup for adoption.  Much hilarity.  TC found the harmless animal “creepy”. 
 
3. GIS redesign 

Jan introduced this subject, outlining the preliminary stages of the redesign of the GIS Web pages.  
Content is still in the process of being updated.  George Fowler and Jan visited CAST this past week 
to gather information.  Jan outlined some future projects.  The group discussed three prototypes 
prepared by AM; there was general preference for the one based on a palette derived from the CAST 
banner, at least as the basis for further development (http://libinfo.uark.edu/gis/prototypejewel.asp). 
 Jan will let AM know her preferred order for the individual map/image fragments comprising the 
banner.  JG and the group agreed that any new design should not differ too radically from that of the 
Libraries’ public Web pages.  JD stressed that at this stage it was the design of the new pages that 
was being discussed; content would be redesigned later. 
 

4. Link Checking Project (a.k.a. delete-a-thon) 
 
DLM began a report on the progress of this forbidding project, which BJ completed, ascribing its 
success to the omission of Special Collections with its huge list of links.  (Special Collections is slated 
for overhaul in the near future.) 
 

5. Learning Collaborative 
JD and BJ outlined current progress of this committee: the first two video tutorial are on line, with 
Necia and Lora at work jazzing them up.  Lora will lead that committee when JD leaves.  She is 
currently working on best practices and ADA compliance matters. 

 
6. New Public Classes pages 

BJ reported on her new system and associated pages for displaying and administering public classes 
offered in the library.  The group were shown an elegant prototype. 
 

7. Web Bridge 
BJ reported on this complex project.  She highlighted ongoing maintenance issues and gave a 
demonstration of plans for, and implementation of, numerous customizations and ideas for the next 
step in development.  The group chose the Flying Pig icon as a fitting symbol for the search function. 
 BJ emphasized that coverage data has to be entered before the system is made public.  TC urged 
the adoption of the French word for a truffle-hunting pig as the name for the search engine. 

 
 

 
Next Meeting: next year 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
A Morgan 
Temporary recording angel  
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